In the meantime/ fight the fight
Song intro( song about fight coming together in unity and fighting for a cause united
Verse 1
Time got the whole world down on they knees cuz they so unsure
The whole world gotta disease and I got the cure ( the cure is love )
The whole world need to repent because we been in the dark
The way that we living making life to hard
We need to stand up for what’s right
And if it’s wrong me need to fight
We need to fight ,
Fighting for the ones I love fighting for the ones I trust
We need to fight
Fighting cuz I know my rights , fighting cuz I love my life
We need to fight
Fight cuz we ain’t pushed round punked stomped out we ain’t gone back down
Said the whole world loosing its mine ,
We all getting left behind if we don’t fight
Hook
Fight the fight
We gotta fight the good fight
Fight the fight
We gotta fight the good fight
Cuz we know they ain’t treating us right we gotta get together unite and still fight the
good fight / (repeat )
The man keep changing changing changing plans, cuz he don’t know it’s in gods hands
So all Christians Jews monks and Muslims keep yo stance
The devil keep changing changing changing plans , cuz he don’t know it’s in gods
hands
So if u fight for what’s right you’ll win in the end
Verse2
That’s why ima keep on fighting for the ones I love
Ima keep on fighting for the ones I trust
Ima keep on fighting cuz I know my rights
Ima keep on fighting cuz I love my life
Ima keep on fighting cuz we ain’t getting pushed around, punked , u won’t stomp me out
no I won’t back

The whole world loosing its mind , we all getting left behind
They backtracking they bought racism back
Now it’s black and white
And any goal u tryna reach they out it outta sight and outta mind
And most of all it ain’t getting no better
U think by now we would have it together
If we really protesting for cause
Then tell me why we taking the lost without fighting the fight
Repeat hook

